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Abstract

Purpose – Price reliability for complex and highly complicated infrastructure projects is problematic.
Traditional project delivery approaches generally fail in achieving targeted end cost reliability. However,
integrated project delivery (and particularlyAlliancing), develop a farmore reliable and robust project delivery
plan and outturn time-cost targets. This paper aims to explore why this may be the case.
Design/methodology/approach – This case study investigated the project design, planning, cost/time
estimation approach and how risk/uncertainty was dealt with. Five senior project delivery experts from an
organisation that delivers multi-billion-dollar infrastructure projects in Australia were interviewed. These five
experts collectively had 100þ cross-disciplinary experience years delivering complex infrastructure projects.
Findings – Alliancing adopts a radically different approach to project design, time/cost planning and risk
assessment and management to traditional project delivery approaches. Key findings explain how the project
alliance agreement designs-in processes that maximises team integration and collaboration. Analysis
concludes that design thinking is used to craft and shape collaborative behaviours and project governance.
Additionally, including project owner and facilities operator representatives in the project team adds valuable
insights, expertise and knowledge contributing to planning reliability.
Research limitations/implications – This study is exploratory and focussed on complex infrastructure
projects so findings cannot be generalised.
Practical implications – We unpack Alliancing processes that develop the target outturn cost plan,
comprising a holistic and realistic plan to design a project to meet expected project outcomes. This case study
may serve as an exemplar for complex project delivery.
Social implications – This paper illustrates how Alliancing more effectively delivers best value than
traditional procurement approaches through its TOC-TAE processes.
Originality/value – The paper contributes to the scant existing academic literature analysing these
processes. Its novel contribution is explaining how Alliancing treats unexpected events that in traditional
delivery forms trigger expensive and time-energy-wasting disputation. This case study may serve as an
exemplar for complex project delivery.
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1. Introduction
Project Alliancing has attracted growing support by governments worldwide in recent
decades for complex and highly complicated infrastructure projects, arguably due to
perceived advantages of embracing collaborative forms of project delivery that generates
more reliable design and delivery solutions and greater levels of participant governance
accountability and sense of responsibility, compared to traditional approaches. However,
Alliancing project design, cost, time and delivery planning processes are often
misunderstood, resulting in the reliability and efficacy of these processes being
downplayed.
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For decades, the unreliability of contracted cost and time goals of transport (e.g. roads and
rail) and social (e.g. hospitals and prisons) infrastructure projects have received widespread
attention by governments, academia and the media due to its negative impact on the public
purse and inadequate benefits realisation (Latham, 1994; Egan, 1998; Flyvbjerg et al., 2003;
Murray and Langford, 2003; Love and Ika, 2022). Infrastructure project cost/time
underperformance studies have tended to focus on conventional delivery methods such as
Design-Bid-Build (DBB), Design and Construct (D&C), Build Own Operate and Transfer
(BOOT) and Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) variants (Flyvbjerg et al., 2002; Love et al.,
2021b). Repeatedly, the problems of highly differentiated teams with their own goals and
objectives, adversarial and opportunistic behaviour, a lack of innovation due to counter
incentives through deliveringwhat is designed and/or specified, rather than openly exploring
design alternatives are identified as issues stymieing project performance (Latham, 1994;
Egan, 1998; Murray and Langford, 2003; Laan et al., 2012; Love et al., 2021a). For decades,
these reports have highlighted serious problems about cost/time estimate reliability, based on
what was designed and planned for and lost opportunities to design and planmore intelligent
projects through fully accessed integrated knowledge and expertise of the owner, design,
delivery and facilities operating teams.

From a delivery cost/time/fitness-for-purpose performance perspective, conventional
delivery approaches often deliver sub-optimal or harmful project performance outcomes.
Cost/time estimates present what is purported to be accurate assessments, resulting in a
belief that these are reliable and attainable; however, the incomplete nature of knowledge and
expertise available through these conventional approaches result in adverse impacts from
unknown-unknowns as well as many unknowable-unknown events. Conventional
approaches inherently (through their contractual requirements) quarantine participant
teams— isolating the available “pool” of owner, design, delivery and facilities operating team
knowledge and expertise, resulting in fragmented isolated “puddles”. Opportunities for
intelligent, practical and innovative design solutions are “lost in translation” due to
inadequate conventional briefing-designing-biding-delivering processes.

Traditionally, project owners (POs) adopt an indirect “hands-off”, rather than a direct,
delivery team working relationship with the design team. Often, the facilities operator (FO)
plays no role until a project’s handover (Love et al., 2021c). Yet, the PO and FO have valuable
contextual knowledge to effectively design and plan their project. Thus, the following
observations can be made in the context of conventional project delivery planning
approaches. They:

(1) Result in fragmented teams having non-aligned mental models of the desired project
outcome resulting in teams pursuing hidden and/or disparate agendas;

(2) Ignore unspecified PO and FO potential contextual and operating knowledge
implications of design/delivery that often results in post-contract scope/operational
changes; and

(3) Scope may be under-appreciated at the early stages of the project initiation and the
design development stage resulting in pathogens’ infecting’ plans and designs,
causing errors, omissions and re-work (Love et al., 2016).

Problems emanating during the early stages of a project (caused by lack of, or ineffective,
inter-team and cross-disciplinary communication/collaboration and poor inter-team
relationships) can be addressed through Alliancing (Walker et al., 2015; Love et al., 2021a, c).

Additionally, Alliancing POs take a deliberate “hands-on” approach and reimburse the
Alliance Team (AT) non-owner participants “. . . for all costs which have been reasonably and
incurred in performing the works, plus any fee (generally related to Corporate Overhead and
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Profit)” (Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011, p. 24). This may be
misunderstood as simply a cost-plus approach. However, strict governance AT
accountability and responsibility conditions apply, as the PO representative forms part of
the Target Outturn Cost (TOC) development process to ensure transparency. The PO also
commissions an independent reference project comparison to enhance the rigour of the
proposed TOC cost-time and delivery solution. Alliancing is far from being simply a cost-plus
approach.

Traditionally, the reliability of cost and time targets and contract bidding outcomes may
result from teams not fully understanding scope, risks, uncertainty, project complexity,
external environment complexity or complicatedness. Both the bidders’ and the PO
contingency allocations may be unrealistic due to the conventionally traditional fragmented
bid process and lack of integration of isolated puddles of knowledge and expertise into an
integrated pool. As Love et al. (2019) argue, avoiding learning from unpleasant truths often
leads to substantial cost/time overruns and re-work. Avoiding unintended adverse
consequences requires a workplace environment where ideas and proposals for design,
planning and action may be safely challenged. Dialogue is routinely used in probing and
discussing ideas and bringing diverse perspectives to inform decision-making.

In this paper, we focus on one highly relationship-based integrated project delivery (IPD)
approach, Alliancing, that over several decades has reliably delivered cost and time project
outcomes in large-scale infrastructure projects worldwide (Pitsis et al., 2003; American
Institute of Architects, AIA Minnesota and School of Architecture University of Minnesota,
2010; Cohen, 2010; Weigle and Garber, 2010; Laan et al., 2011; Laan et al., 2012; Plantinga and
Dor�ee, 2016; Hietaj€arvi et al., 2017). We also focus on large scale infrastructure projects.
We take a narrowly focussed view of this topic because we found limited literature on the
TOC process and virtually no literature on its target adjustment (TAE) process. Our study,
therefore, may be considered exploratory. We anticipate further research will broaden and
extend this conversation. We argue that our contribution to facilitating an understanding of
the Alliancing TOC and TAE process represents a seminal departure from current
conventional large-scale infrastructure project time/cost planning and design literature.

Considering the research demonstrating the successful project outcomes that alliances
can provide, we suggest that alliances are systemically designed to develop reliable cost and
time project plans. We address the following research question:

How can an Alliancing planning approach for large-scale infrastructure projects deliver
more reliable cost and time outcomes than conventional approaches?

We begin our paper by reviewing the normative literature and setting the research context
within the remit of project delivery systems (Section 2). Next, we present and explain the
epistemological underpinning of our research method, data sources and analysis (Section 3).
The findings from our study are then presented and discussed (Section 4). In concluding our
paper, we highlight the novelty of the research and its limitations (Section 5).

2. Research context: project delivery systems
As described in Section 1, conventional project delivery systems have been extensively used
and reported upon since at least the third quarter of the 20th century (Naoum and Egbu,
2016), with IPD forms being more recently introduced to project delivery form literature.
Lahdenper€a (2012), for example, provides a history of its development.

In this section, we first explain the project delivery types. Then we describe their tendering
practices. Then abrief discussion onhowemergent design thinking has impacted the design and
planning of project delivery approaches is introduced, leading to a description of the Alliancing
TOC and TAE approaches to planning and designing large-scale infrastructure projects. The
analysis of the Alliance TOC and TAE process forms the basis of our paper’s contribution.
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2.1 Project delivery types
Conventional DBB, D&C, PPP or Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) and relationship-
based IPD systems such as Alliancing define project design and delivery phase team
interaction. Conventional project delivery systems have been categorised as separated,
managed or integrated (Masterman, 2002).

Separate forms (e.g. DBB) follow a segregated, non-integrated sequence of design then
delivery. Contrastingly, D&C delivery teams are integrated and form a syndicate to create their
bid based on a concept brief or to take over a partially developed design (e.g. novated D&C).
Integrated forms may also include BOOT/PPP variants where syndicates bid to provide a
facility that is owned, operated and later transferred to the PO after a concession period (often
25–30 years) funded by a paid-for-use agreement (annual payment or toll/ridership usage).

Managed systems (e.g. management contracting or construction management forms)
comprise separate management contractor entities that conduct a systems-integration role
either for a fee for service or an at-risk fee/profit basis for designing and delivering a series of
work packages (Masterman, 2002). Notably, separated approaches adopt a sequential process
for design and construction. In stark contrast, integrated and management systems
concurrently overlap these processes to compress a project’s schedule, but neither the PO nor
FO are part of the design development and delivery team. Adding to the conventional mix of
project delivery systems, discretionary (Masterman, 2002) akin to collaborative (Love et al.,
2012) approaches have also been identified as a category, focussing on performance
management and partnering-type arrangements.

An alternative to the conventional sequential DBB or D&C cost-budget development process
(that excludes the PO’s needs and wants input) is, to begin with, an integrated client-operator-
design-delivery team that develops a target value design (TVD). The team focuses on a project’s
value proposition to create a TVD model, “which in turn creates cost and parametric tools to
inform the design and project decision process” (Ballard and Morris, 2010, p. 1). The process to
develop a TVD adopts a reverse engineering approach addressing three questions:

(1) What do we need? - Identifies the project objective;

(2) How much can we afford? - Establishes a fixed cost/time target budget; and

(3) How do we achieve our target?’ - Prompts a design, delivery and PO interaction often
using value engineering/management techniques.

TVD has become an innate feature of the Integrated Form of Agreement (IFOA) contract that
aims to combine cross-disciplinary and cross-team integration with a collaborative mindset,
particularly the elimination of waste (i.e.Muda, non-value adding activities) in the design and
construction process using lean principles (Walker and Lloyd-Walker, 2020; Walker and
McCann, 2020).

The IFOAand Project AlliancingAgreement (PAA) contracts require teams to be integrated,
forming a united single AT, under a PAA comprising: the PO’s representative team; design
team(s), e.g. engineering, architectural, landscaping, interior; delivery teams comprising one or
several contractors and key sub-contractors (e.g. electrical andmechanical services); and often a
team from the FO as a non-owner participant (NOP). The PAA syndicate takes on a single
identity—“the AT” (Walker and Lloyd-Walker, 2020). An alliance culture is characterised by
symbols and artefacts (e.g. an alliance email address; logo; substantial team co-location; and
numerous contractual and informal requirements). The PAA contractually specifies relational
behaviours demanding low power and information asymmetries to support collaboration and a
no-blame culture to encourage innovation and openness in discussing various issues and
concerns using a collaborative dialogue characterised by respect for each discipline and
individual (Walker et al., 2015; Walker and Lloyd-Walker, 2020; Love et al., 2021a).
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A no-litigation clause, reinforced by a governance requirement for major project decisions to
be made by consensus, makes blame-shifting illogical (Department of Infrastructure and
Transport, 2011). A detailed risk and opportunity analysis is prepared in assessing contingency
items during the TOC process. Gain-pain sharing incentive arrangements require that all
participant profitmarginsbe placed at risk if the overall project fails tomeet its performanceKey
Result Areas (KRA). An incentivisation formula specifies how completing the project’s TOC
generates gain-pain sharing (Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011).

2.2 Tendering practices
Traditionally, the PO identifies a need that requires construction activity and engages an
in-house/external consultant to develop a brief. A design team is then assembled and engaged
in developing a design, usually lasting many months, then entering into a tendering process
where contractors bid for a project, usually for a fixed cost and time, based on the tender
documents (e.g. contract conditions, bills of quantities, drawings and specification). Each
participant, PO, design team and contractor operate as separate entities. The tendering
process can vary in duration but is far shorter than the gestation of a project’s design
development process (Walker and McCann, 2020).

Studies devoted to examining bidding using conventional project delivery forms are
replete in the literature (Runeson and Skitmore, 1999; Ballesteros-P�erez et al., 2015; Signor
et al., 2021). An accepted bid is the expected price a client pays for their project. However,
we often see clients getting what they ask for but not necessarily what they want (Moreledge
et al., 2006). In this instance, the concept of value for money is often overlooked, with an
over-emphasis on delivering a project according to the contracted cost and time. Bid practices
include contractors purposely bidding low to win the contract to extract larger profits during
construction through contract changesmade by the client from design team errors, omissions
and unforeseen events triggering change orders (Eden et al., 2005; Love et al., 2017). This
provides a segue to examine planning alliance cost and time targets.

2.3 Planning and Alliance’s cost and time targets: emergence of design thinking
Alliance participants’ deep collaboration and commitment to effectively deliver an
outstanding performance against KRAs does not automatically happen because the PAA
decrees that the agreed TOC cost and time plan should be met or bettered. Alliancing
guidelines for dealing with potential unanticipated events are developed through
risk-opportunity TOC contingency workshops that form part of the project proposal.
Achieving or beating the TOC outcome is carefully designed by implicitly using a process of
design thinking (Jevnaker and Bruce, 1998; Schweitzer, 2014; Walker and Rowlinson, 2020a).
The IFOA and PAA approach departs radically from conventional project delivery
approaches through its application of design thinking.

Simply put, design thinking is a non-linear, iterative process that teams adopt to:
understand user-stakeholders; challenge assumptions; redefine problems; and create
innovative solutions to prototype and test (Liedtka, 2014). Thus, design thinking plays two
roles in Alliancing—at the design development and planning stage for the design solution
and in designing how its processes and routines will operate in practice during delivery.

The discourse surrounding design thinking focuses on two distinct themes in the
literature, which are pertinent to Alliancing (Johansson-Sk€oldberg et al., 2013):

(1) Designerly thinking, which relates to design discipline expertise—what architects
and engineers traditionally considered the process of designing something.

(2) Design practice and competence used beyond art and architecture context—
considering decision-making, sense-making and reflective practice as key
constituents of problem-solving.
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Thus, design thinking involves its integrated collaborative cross-disciplinary and cross-team
environment within an Alliancing setting. This concept is based on Kolb (1984) using
inductive, deductive and abductive analysis along two dimensions—horizontally (analysis to
synthesis) and vertically (abstract to concrete). Similarly, Beckman and Barry (2007) explain
design thinking in four iterative steps:

(1) Concrete-analysis: Observing a problem/situation to understand its context;

(2) Abstract-analysis: Framing it through insights gained;

(3) Abstract-synthesis: Generating solution imperatives; and

(4) Concrete-synthesis: Testing ideas through experience.

In a nutshell, design thinking illustrates the TVD process as it implements an action plan
(Zimina et al., 2012) by:

(1) Observing and understanding the concrete “real life” potential problem context
(the project’s “real aim”);

(2) Analysing observed data (quantitative as things, qualitative as points or ranges
along a continuum of a phenomenon) to discover, analyse and abstract perspectives
by framing relevant “facts” about the problem to pose a hypothesis;

(3) Developing ideas based on the hypotheses that indicate plans and actions; and

(4) Synthesising these ideas to propose and conduct tests and experiments to assess
likely consequences through this action-based experimentation.

Implementing a plan in action follows a repetitive cycle to ensure the envisioned result is
achieved. This demands action learning (Revans, 1982; Raelin, 2006) and the co-generation of
shared-value knowledge (Porter and Kramer, 2011; Love et al., 2021a). Multiple perspectives
can add value to understanding the context and proposing and testing plans
(Love et al., 2021a).

Alliance governance arrangements are crafted to ensure collaboration and integration
(Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011; Walker and Rowlinson, 2020b). Thus,
inspired by the tragedy of the commons (Ostrom, 2015) (which describes the expected
degradation of the environment where many appropriators overdraw upon a common-pool
resource), Hall and Bonanomi (2021) assimilate it to reverse the tragedy of the project. They
explain how Alliancing governance arrangements are designed to:

(1) Reinforce collaboration;

(2) Ensure a shared mental model of the project outcome; and

(3) Engender trust, deterring opportunistic behaviour through design thinking of pooled
resources such as incentivising project end cost and time targets rather than
measuring individual teams.

Normalising design thinking in Alliancing processes can be explained through an institutional
theory lens (Scott, 2014)—explained more fully in Section 3.2.1. For example, Matinheikki et al.
(2019) demonstrate how Finnish infrastructure alliance project participants aligned their mental
models to create a unified common vision enabling integration and collaboration to be
engendered. Similarly, Walker (2020), drawing inspiration from institutional theory, examined
the formation of an alliance’s project strategy and explained how people responded to rules,
regulations and governance based on their workplace, national and professional norms through
a process of sense-making (through cultural-cognitive capabilities).
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2.4 The TOC and TAE process
Ordinarily, shortlisted alliance syndicates prepare a TOC over 6–9 months (Walker and
McCann, 2020). While many studies have examined the nature of a TOC and its development
(Knott, 1996; Broome and Perry, 2002; Hauck et al., 2004; Lahdenper€a, 2009, 2016;Walker and
McCann, 2020), there remains a limited understanding of the role of a TAE.

Inter and intra team trust is vital for Alliancing. It reduces the transaction cost of
constantly preparing or defending contract change order claims (Haaskjold et al., 2019) and
enhances effective team commitment to achieve a best-for-project outcome (Davis and
Walker, 2020). We focus on the TOC process adopted as a mainstay of program alliances in
Australia, predominately used to procure large-scale transport projects. A case in point is the
$8.3 AUS billion Level Crossing Removal Program, Melbourne, Australia.

Several innovative features of the Alliancing support its ability to improve its reliability to
meet its cost and time targets (Walker and Rowlinson, 2020b). The project owner’s
representative (OP) and often FO representatives are embedded and integrated within a
syndicate to help develop a TOC jointly. A PAA is signed if the PO accepts the TOC, enabling
the alliance to be formed. Additionally, a PO invariably commissions an independent external
expert to oversee a probity process, ensuring legality and fairness of the time and cost targets
established to ensure that the agreed TOC meets reference benchmark levels and adheres to
market competitiveness.

The TAE process informs an alliance’s contingency provision, a radically different
formulation from conventional procurement (Baccarini and Love, 2014). Typically, potential
TAEs are workshopped by the AT during a TOC’s development stage, developing the first
understanding of a high-level risk allocation strategy. The TAE process offers significant
advantages over the conventional contingency applied to projects. It allows alliance
syndicates to more fully understand a project’s scope, scale and context and better determine
the needs and wants of the PO. Consequently, the syndicates draw on their knowledge and
expertise to develop a contingency (i.e. typically through a series of workshops) that reflects
the risks and uncertainties that a project will confront in practice.

Figure 1 illustrates the TOC and TAE process that spans the alliance development
agreement (ADA) to PAA stages. The PO determines the value for money expectations and
the functional specifications for a project through its staged gateway approval process
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2006). The OP and FO develop the project’s scope certainty in
collaboration with the design team(s) and delivery team(s), drawing on their “deep smarts”.
These deep smarts encompass the following teams’ skills (Leonard and Rayport, 1997):

(1) Cognitive (i.e. critical know-what and know-how expertise, systems-thinking, wise
judgement context awareness and excellent pattern-matching capabilities);

(2) Behavioural (i.e. excellent networking and knowing who to go to for insights,
interpersonal and communication and diagnostic cue seeking abilities); and

(3) Physical (i.e. sensory) skills.

Figure 1 illustrates a team working on the TOC development that includes many technical
experts. If these experts have intellectual “deep smarts” shared freely through strongly
committed collaboration, then the development process helps clarify and design a project,
informing the TOC plan. It also unearthsmany hidden scope items (e.g. temporary works and
logistics) required to support the main project effort.

The TAE identification process begins with a series of potential contingency items based
on past projects serving as a starting point of the development process—a lesson learned
methodology sharing previous knowledge. As the scope certainty progresses, clarity reduces
existing unknowns and creates new unknowns and a list of the necessary TAEs is refined
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along the process. Items are included and excluded along the process until a final list called
Adjustment Events Guidelines is prepared to be attached to the PAA.

Theworkshops used throughout TOC the process to extract and share “deep smarts” from
experts to expose likely TAE also enables the development of protocols to assess andmanage
them. Accordingly, the workshops enable the kinds of known unknowns to become known.
Thus, these knowns can be dealt with as risks and appropriately considered in the TOC.
The TAE process also establishes the classes of unexpected events to be negotiated.

TheTOCprocess, therefore, is one inwhich the entireATdevelop a project design solution
over 6–9 months, intensely collaborating and integrated, benefiting from multiple
team/discipline perspectives to tease out risk fully, uncertainty, ambiguity and perceived
complexity issues. The TAE workshop process results in appropriate responsibility and
accountability of alliance parties based on their capacity and ability to perform effectively.
It is based on project KRA results and not the individual teams’ performance.

TOC and TAE processes produce at least three mechanisms that support a best-for-
project outcome.

(1) The TOC plan is realistic, agreed (the AT shared mental model) and pursued
reflexively. Adversity is met with innovation, early warning signs are heeded and
ambidexterity is the norm (Walker and Rowlinson, 2020b);

(2) This ability demonstrates resilience to adapt and manoeuvre by focussing on the
TOC to respond to unanticipated events; and

(3) The TAE prepares the AT to identify potentially unpredictable events and what may
constitute a PO scope change and because they have modelled these situations, they
can respond with resilience and ambidexterity (Turner et al., 2020; Love and
Matthews, 2022).

Understanding the Alliancing TOC and TAE process facilitates its examination to determine
the level of reliability of the cost/time planned estimate through taking an integrated
collaborative design approach.

Figure 1.
TOC and TAE process
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3. Research approach
Determining how an alliance plans its TOC for large-scale infrastructure projects requires a
rich understanding of what happens in organisational settings; that is, what is going on here
regarding the TOC and TAE process. Thus, the epistemological underpinning for our
research is based on sense-making (Weick et al., 1999; Weick, 2001). In accordance with
previous studies (Johansson-Sk€oldberg et al., 2013; Liedtka, 2014; Schweitzer, 2014; Walker
and Rowlinson, 2020b), we explore evidence of design thinking to analyse the TOC and TAE
process (i.e. unit of analysis) and examine the development of reliable cost and time
project plans.

This is an exploratory study, so our semi-structured interviews enabled interviewees to
freely and openly describe the TOC and TAE processes from their perspective and reflect on
how this differed from conventional project delivery approaches. An example of the focussed
but open questions follows:

“Based upon your experience in working with Alliancing contracts, how did your risk and
uncertainty expectations shape the way that the commercial stage of developing Target
Adjust Events (TAE) proceeded on recent projects you have been involvedwith? Specifically:

(1) Which TAE items were considered important enough to be identified at the TOC
stage to be included in the TOC and which ones were considered best treated as a
TAE.

(2) What do you believe was the rationale for inclusion or exclusion from the TOC?”

3.1 Data collection
We contacted one of the largest PO organisations in Australia with the largest number of
alliance projects currently active. We used a snowball strategy, requesting to interview
several of their most senior and experienced executives with extensive Alliancing TOC
process experience. The PO organisation hires their executives from senior experts, often
with broad cross-disciplinary expertise, drawn from design consultants, project management
and contractors. We chose to interview these experts because of their global alliance
experience, unique insights and in-depth knowledge of the TOC and TAE process. Semi-
structured in-depth interviews were undertaken in early 2020, with the five expert
practitioners having over 100 years of construction industry experience, most accumulated in
Alliancing contracting (Table 1). Our questioning focused on the interviewees’ experience of
Alliancing contracts, specifically, the TOC and TAE development.

We acknowledge the potential bias of a snowballing recruitment approach. However, the
pool of likely multidisciplinary Alliancing experts is small and these individuals maintain
strong professional networkswithin theAlliancing community. Therefore, they are a suitable
group to suggest who we should interview. Table 1 presents the interview and research
background context and illustrates their insights.

We also discussed unexpected event categories that were significant enough to be
included or excluded from the TOC and TAE. Using Zoom software, interviews lasting 60–
75 min were conducted and recorded during 2020. They were transcribed and checked by
the researchers then sent to interviewees for approval and clarification of any uncertain
terms or abbreviations. In addition to interviewing the practitioners, we draw upon our
insights and previous research examining alliances to help make sense of the TOC and
TAE process.

3.2 Data analysis
Data were analysed using NVivo 12 software using axial coding, with two of the researchers
cross-checking coding to agree on themes, subthemes and representative quotes cited.
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We developed first-order concepts from the data. These comprised team selection fit,
collaborative and integration team competencies and competencies related to resilient action.
We abstracted these into broad second-order themes: PAA governance, incentives and
behavioural requirements; collaboration strengths; and resilience and uncertainty analysis
strengths. These were further abstracted into aggregate dimensions, relating to three major
dimensions; (1) alliance contract form, (2) TOC-TAE plan process rules; and (3) resilient action
(Gioia et al., 2013). Cross-checking helped to counter bias and increase analytical rigour.
Data were coded as nodes linked to quoted text then analysed to help make sense of the data.
A research report was then sent to interviewees for feedback and comment. Figure 2
illustrates our NVivo coding summary.

This coding helps illustrate how the TOC-TAE process leads to the goal of a reliable TOC
plan that encompasses fairly and ethically dealing with TAEs.

Figure 2 links to Figure 1 in several ways. The interviewee data and our understanding of
the extant literature, together with our reflection upon past Alliancing studies, led us to make
sense of our data. Three first-order concepts emerged.

3.2.1 Team selection fit. In Alliancing, a rigorous project Alliancing syndicate recruitment
process is followed to offer syndicate proponents an opportunity to respond to an expression
of interest call, followed by a shortlisting process. Shortlisting is based on clear and
transparent team capability requirements and overall syndicates’ commercial, technical and
relational competencies, demonstrated by providing a range of supporting evidence
(Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011). The successful syndicate is selected

Interviewee Insights gained from

IV-1 Project director on a multi-billion-dollar rail project alliance and PO alliance representative;
senior leadership roles on seven $100 million AUS to $2 billion AUS alliances; 15 years þ Civil
Engineering design, contracting and rail operations experience; and multiple-cross disciplinary
perspectives on both Alliancing and conventional D&C projects

IV-2 Commercial Manager on a $ multi-billion AUS rail project alliance; 4þ years of project
Alliancing experience; many years of commercial and financial-economic analysis experience;
and hands-on TAE negotiation and risk workshop experience

IV-3 Director of development and delivery on a $ multi-billion AUS rail alliance program of projects;
direct infrastructure alliance leadership experience; 30 years experience with an engineering
contractor; 5þ years client-side alliance participant experience; and alliance manager/director
experience on five alliances

IV-4 Senior management role on a $ multi-billion AUS rail project alliance; 30 years’ design
consulting experience; initial qualifications as a rail signalling engineer; several decades of
senior general management roles and wide experience on a range of project delivery forms,
including several rail alliances; and experience spanning design team and client-side alliance
participant roles

IV-5 40 years of industry experience; participated in many alliance TOC development processes,
including single and dual TOCs; global civil engineering experience with exposure to many
alliances over the past decade; provided valuable TOC process insights from having led many
from the contractor side

RES-1 Academic researcher with global construction industry experience; having undertaken
numerous studies on alliance projects for 20 years; interviews with 100 Alliancing practitioners
in Australia and globally

RES-2 Academic researcher with 20 years of construction industry experience in risk, uncertainty and
knowledgemanagement/organisational learning; and six years in research and teaching project
procurement and delivery

RES-3 Academic researcher with global construction industry experience, having undertaken
numerous studies on Alliancing projects for 20 years, including the operational phase focussing
on re-work and resilience; and interviews with 100 construction Alliancing practitioners

Table 1.
Interviewee
background
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based on their demonstrated Alliancing motivation as an effectively integrated and
collaborative team. Syndicate team participants were also required to “fit” the espoused
values and competencies of their syndicate team and, at the appointment stage, to then “fit”
within the wider AT—facilitating integration and effective collaboration with PO and FO
project participants.

The data revealed second-order themes that explained how that fit was managed through
PAAgovernance requirements, incentivisation arrangements and behavioural requirements.
These provide the necessary guidance and “rules of the game” for the AT.

Scott (2014) explains how organisations develop and maintain a consistent organisational
culture through institutionalisation. An institutionalised workplace culture ensures that a
common culture evolves that maintains a consistent common approach and set of shared
values. He identifies three “pillars” supporting institutionalisation. One is the regulatory
pillar, the “rules of the game”. For Alliancing, this is reinforced by the agreed PAA
incentivisation arrangements and behavioural requirements. Scott also identifies a
“normative” pillar. In Alliancing, this is represented by values that team members draw
upon to inform how they behave, thus shaping an alliance workplace culture. The third
“pillar” is called the “cultural-cognitive” pillar, referring to the skills, knowledge attributes
and competencies people have to interpret regulatory issues through their normative cultural
lens that governs how they behave. Figure 1 illustrates how the syndicate moves through the
ADA phase to develop the TOC. The syndicate and OP behaviours are illustrated, showing
how the best-for-project objectives are supported. The means of second-order aggregate
dimension for this first-order concept is the Alliance contract form.

3.2.2 Team competencies.Team competencies, the second and third first-order concepts in
Figure 2, link to Figure 1. AT competencies relating to innovativeness, integration,
collaboration and dialogue lead to collaboration and integration strengths. This illustrates
how syndicate behaviours and their “deep smarts” lead to second-order themes about
developing the TOC and identifying TAE categories to establish a protocol of how to respond
to unexpected events. Second-order means aggregate dimensions relate to the TOC plan and
TAE rules. Figure 1 illustrates the process whereby the syndicate moves through the ADA
phase to develop the TOC and if accepted, this forms the foundations for the PAA.

Figure 2.
NVivo coding
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The third Figure 2 first-order concepts show innovativeness, integration and
collaboration team competencies leading to a resilience strategy development through the
AT’s abilities to analyse and deal with uncertainty.

3.2.3 The TOC reliability goal. Second-order aggregate dimensions in Figure 2 illustrate
how the alliance contract form and resilient action influencing the TOC plans and TAE rules
help explain how ATs achieve their goal of developing a reliable TOC and TAE plan.

Figure 1 illustrates how this links to a better understanding of the project scope resulting
in increased scope certainty for developing the TOC and clarification of the TAE rules
helping to clarify the responsibility and accountability of AT participants. Both figures
identify two main goal impacts.

(1) The TOC provides a clear plan of the scope of work with a design and delivery plan
that is fixed at the PAA sign-off stage. Any unexpected events that are part of the
agreed scope are met with resilient action and innovation to overcome challenges
rather than just seek contract change order extras (as is the case for conventional
project delivery).

(2) The TAE process clarifies what is included in the TOC and what may represent a
TAE. This means that contingency item uncertainty classes can be identified.
Those best managed by the PO results in a more reliable PO contingency.

The PAAAlliance thus influences the TOC and TAE rules and resilient action. Collaborative
and integration team competence strengths lead to effective TOC and TAE processes.
The AT competencies for resilient action also feeds into the TOC and TAE process and scope
certainty is enhanced. When faced with the unexpected and armed with agreed TAE
processes, ATs can achieve their goal of a realistic TOC and can cope with uncertainty.

Data analysis illustrated in Figure 2, when applying institution theory, helps explain how
the reliable TOC and TAE plan goal can be achieved through: the PAA governance and
incentivisation arrangements; the PAA behavioural requirements; and AT collaborative
competencies.

4. Findings and discussion
This section presents our empirical findings, explicitly drawing on illustrative quotes from
each interviewee. We then reflect on the literature and deliver our insights about the TOC
planning process to add context to the interviewee’s insights.

4.1 On the TAE process
We briefly outlined the TOC and TAE process, unique to alliance contracts, in Section 2.
In the arcane world of conventional project delivery, scope changes allow opportunistic
behaviour to manifest and contractual disputes to materialise. However, alliances are
predicated on ensuring fairness and equality; thus, contractors are paid accordingly for their
work. The TAE process is a designed-in fairness process radically different from traditional
contract change order processes. Two characteristics centrally highlight fairness:

(1) The Alliance TOC follows a fixed time/cost design and delivery plan process with
gain-pain sharing incentives based on the TOC. Consider this. What happens if the
PO can not/will not hand over access to the site (or parts of the site) as agreed in the
TOC plan?What happens if the PO decides to add to or deduct from the agreed scope?
A process is needed that identifies what is, or is not, a valid TAE. There needs to be an
agreed TAE process for reasonably adjusting the TOC for such changes. This is
framed by PAA reasonableness and respectful behaviour provisions, applied to all
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parties. The front-end TOC process involves conducting TAE risk workshops to
identify various classes of potential change to determine which classes should be
subject to a TAE (from the PO’s contingency) and which should be considered and
agreed to the TOC risk/uncertainty contingency.

(2) Once a TAE issue is identified and agreed to be treated as a TAE, the AT can then
collaboratively develop an agreed remedy. Changed cost/time/delivery plan details
can then be applied to the TOC to maintain fairness to all parties audited and subject
to open-book accountability PAA provisions.

So when an adjustment to scope arises in an alliance, IV-1 made the following comment:

Adjustment events are there as a fair mechanism to pay the contractor for work, for scope–it comes
back to scope, it’s not a risk. The scope that was not envisaged by the client at the time of signing the
contract but then could become scope.

IV-1’s comment illustrates how the TAEprocess triggers a dialogue betweenATparticipants
to build trust, ensuring that TAEs are genuinely valid and reasonably considered. Trust
emerges from the “no-blame” culture, respect for each alliance participant’s expertise and
consensus decision making by the AMT and ALT as a natural outcome— institutionalised
through the alliance development agreement and PAA (Walker and Rowlinson, 2020b). TAE
workshops, simulations and brainstorming dialogue activities inform and clarify the TOC’s
scope — what should be absorbed by the AT as part of their resilience strategy.

Dialogue means reaching mutual understanding through shared perspectives on an issue
by exploring and coalescing options rather than advocating for pre-determined positions
(Senge, 1990). This dialogue also creates flexibility in resolving issues through win-win
collaborative consensus rather than win-lose arguments. This positively impacts Alliancing
trust and commitment (Davis and Walker, 2020).

4.2 Allocation of risk
Sophisticated POs best represent their interests by taking responsibility for risks or unknown
aspects that they can manage better than other PAA parties. PO’s on conventional project
delivery approaches are often risk-averse, taking a “hands-off” approach, resulting in
unnecessary contingency being included in the contract price. An inclusive Alliancing
approach allows dialogue and critical thinking about uncertainty and risk and whether the
PO or AT is best able to take responsibility and budget for unknowns and known potential
risks. Through the TAE process, PAA participants can plan resilient action as they have
already workshopped identifying problematic situations and planning a response. In
addressing the pricing of risk, IV-12 commented:

Where one of the alliances might have a critical need for us, as a State, to provide them with certain
land so they can actually construct something, then if we do not provide that by a backstop date, then
effectively that has to be an adjustment event because they’re not anywhere near in control of the
land acquisition process . . . if I leave it with them, their view of price risk will be very different to my
view . . . I’ll invariably price that less than they will.

Perceived risk is highly relevant. One PAApartymay see uncertainty as aminor risk they can
manage effectively, while another may see the same risk or uncertainty/complexity as
potentially significant (Maylor and Turner, 2017). Resilience and ambidexterity literature
offers advice that mirrors the TAE process (Maylor and Turner, 2017; Turner et al., 2020).

4.3 Clarity and understanding ambiguity: what is known and unknown
The Alliancing TOC and TAE process allow intense exploration of what is known (or
accepted as known), unknown and perhaps unknowable. The TOC process throws
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participants into a turbulent knowledge-grasping situation—they are forced to apply
dialogue to collectively discuss issues, make sense of their multiple perspectives and resolve
issues. They are intimately involved in a positive issue-resolution process rather than
preparing for a scope dispute about what was specified and what may be claimed as a
contract variation. The PAA incentivisation clauses force participants to adopt shared
mental models of achieving a best-for-project outcome through cultural-cognitive sense-
making, reconciling workplace and professional cultural norms with the stipulated project
regulatory framework. TOC IV-3 stated:

Complexity of signalling and train operations, it’s a really good example of ambiguity and therefore,
maybe that’s a better way to guide the conversation about TOC adjustments. It’s not about known
and unknown – you know, trying to think up unknown things – it’s about where are the areas that
are not clear? And what happens when it’s not as anticipated? Whose fault? I mean, has the
contractor been clear, “This is how I intend to do it,” and . . . the easy contractual answer is, “Well, the
contract says that’s – the hierarchy of documents says you have to stick to XXX’s standard”. And
XXX’s telling us that the standards read this way.

Complexity theory discusses how best to deal with known unknowns, unknown unknowns
and unknowable unknowns (Snowden and Boone, 2007; Snowden and Rancati, 2021). Teams
that collaborate and are integrated can freely raise awkward relevant questions to address
uncertainty and best cope with complexity or highly ambiguous/complicated situations
(Browning andRamasesh, 2015). IPD/Alliancing contextual institutional theory helps explain
how teams form a culture that can sustainably become adaptable, resilient andmake sensible,
pragmatic judgements to take action based on TOC and TAE deliberations (Walker, 2020).

4.4 Design thinking, TOC development and the TAE process
The PO ends up finding the most effective way to pay for uncertainty. The AT may “bet” on
an uncertainty item, absorbing it as a risk in their TOC uncertainty contingency item
assessment. Alternatively, the PO’s representative (the OP) may be better positioned to
manage it more effectively. The OP, in an alliance, becomes an AT participant once the PAA
is signed at the end of the alliance development agreement phase (Figure 1). The PO pays all
direct and indirect project costs. Differences between the final cost and TOC are subject to a
gain/pain sharing incentive. The TAE process optimises which entity can accept uncertainty
cost/time consequences. IV-4 expressed the following view:

We’ve got interfaces galore. That’s one of the reasons we’re an alliance so that we can deal with those
unknowns and uncertainties. We do have a TAE. We have a target claim arrangement and one of the
things we put a lot of work into up-frontwas to ensure that people actually (if they have not understood
all the details of all those interfaces) recognise that they were part of the job and therefore to the extent
possible, or to the extent we thought was going to deliver value for money, that they made allowances
for all those interfaces. Sometimes you strike an interface where people say, “hang on, if youwantme to
take on that risk, I’mgoing to put this big dollar sign against that risk” and as a client, you go “, no . . . it’s
better that I hold that risk and I do not transfer it to you, I’ll hold it and I’ll wear the risk and it’s a gamble”
. . . you take the punt that you will manage it, or you will be able to bring it in at a better price.

Alliance culture highlights behavioural characteristics are illustrated in Figure 1, specifically
fairness, genuineness, openness and a best-for-project mindset (Walker and Lloyd-Walker, 2020).
The AT is pragmatic about who is best served to manage different risk and uncertainty types
prominent in the riskmanagement literature (Chapman, 2016). The justification ofwhy,when and
where it is appropriate for the PO to take on a specific class of risk and what client competencies
need to be in place to take those risks is informed by literature on client competencies and
capabilities. This spans many decades, from early Tavistock Institute of Human Relations
studies in the UK (Cherns and Bryant, 1984) to more recent studies (Winch and Leiringer, 2016).
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4.5 The mechanics of preparing a TAE
The TOC development and TAE preparation emphasise practice that highlights what was
agreed through dialogue as a reasonable claim for TAE work. Without goodwill, trust,
fairness and a respectful mindset, the negotiation process could fall into a traditional
contractual, transactional, opportunistic claims fight. IV-5 stated:

What we would call direct cost is usually relatively straightforward because you’ve bought some
material or you’ve employed a subcontractor or something and you’ve done something quantified.
But then you’ve got the indirect costs, and that’s when it gets all very uncertain how much of the
project engineer’s time, the project manager’s time, or the admin people’s time do you allocate to this
event? You cannot. So, what we would typically do is agree what we had as indirect costs as were
applicable to adjustment.

The TOC components and development are described in the National Alliance Contracting
Guidelines Guide to Alliance Contracting (Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011)
and Walker and McCann (2020). Hall and Bonanomi’s (2021) view of how IPD governance
addresses the “tragedy of the project” common-pools management also supports the
argument that the PAA is a design thinking innovation enhancing TOC plan reliability.

4.6 Alliancing versus conventional project delivery approaches
Conventional project delivery such as DBB and D&C diverge sharply from Alliancing in
several respects with regard to the reliability of the project delivery plan and how risk and
contingency are managed. Much of this is to do with the contract form, the level of
engagement of the PO and FO team representatives, how design and cost/time estimation is
undertaken and how risk and uncertainty are managed.

This research has identified the following:
Other activity differences could be included. Table 2 provides examples rather than an

exhaustive list. Clearly, Alliancing establishes a system for improving the reliability of
cost/time estimation and resilient response to unexpected events.

5. Conclusions
This paper answers the question: How can an Alliancing planning approach for large-scale
infrastructure projects deliver more reliable cost and time outcomes than conventional
approaches?We focus onAlliancing and its TOC and TAE processes. In doing so, we address
the problem that this is an under-researched topic and often highlighted differences between
conventional project delivery approaches and Alliancing are misunderstood.

The literature on how IPD/Alliancing TOC and its associated TAE process can improve
the reliability of cost and time plans and project outcomes is sparse and emergent. Scope
clarification is one of the paramount causes of project litigation, uncertainties of risks
identification and extra costs. The literature has largely ignored the contribution and lessons
learned from alliance TOC-TAE processes to help risk and contingency management.

Therefore, our contribution is twofold.

(1) We provide exploratory case study findings suggesting how and why Alliancing
TOC-TAE processes may improve the reliability of large-scale infrastructure project
costs and time outcomes. Findings indicate that numerous areas of waste may be
reduced through: lower transaction costs consistent with findings from Haaskjold
et al. (2019); lower waste and rework levels consistent with Love et al. (2019); reducing
contingency estimation by the AT and PO; and minimise waste management energy,
effort and attention resulting from closer trusting collaborative behaviour as outlined
by Davis and Walker (2020). Findings also help explain how AT TOC-TAE
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competencies result in greater resilience in dealing with the unanticipated. Justified
scope changes beyond the agreed TOC are effectively dealt with through the TAE
process (Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011, Section 6.4) and genuine
risk-uncertainty “surprises” are absorbed by the AT as part of the agreed TOC and
usually motivate innovation (Walker and Matinheikki, 2020) or resilient action to
overcome these challenges (Turner et al., 2020).

(2) We contribute to policy and industry practice. Our analysis helps explain how and
why questions Alliancing are emerging as a viable alternative to the conventional
wisdom that “the market” best delivers a competitive outcome. We have cited recent
literature supporting our findings that a sophisticated PO that directly takes a
“hands-on” approach to engage throughout the design to delivery project phases can
be better assured that the TOC plan is realistic and represents the best value.

Activities Conventional approaches Alliancing

Design
development
process

Sequential and fragmented. The PO and
FO maintain a “hands off” engagement.
The design may take years and the tender
period a few months at most, often only
weeks. The FO is often ignored

A 6–9 month integrated and collaborative
effort with input and feedback cycles from
the PO and FO based on a performance
brief. Interactive design refinement is
based on comprehensive PO and FO
feedback

Planning for
delivery

The project delivery contractor develops a
delivery plan independent of the design,
FO or PO team

Highly integrated team comprising
design, delivery, PO and FO team
participants sharing diverse perspectives
and engaged dialogue

Cost and time
estimation process

The project delivery contractor develops a
cost and time bid. The bid time/cost is
fixed and based on the design specification
and detailed design documentation. Any
changes post-contract attract a change
order process, usually resulting in “extras”

Based on the integrated collaborative AT
design and delivery plan, a fixed TOC is
established
A TAE process involving risk and
uncertainty workshops clarifies project
delivery responsibility and accountability
for meeting or beating the TOC and what
constitutes an adjustment event outside
the original TOC scope

Contingency
estimation

The contractor builds in a contingency,
often on a percentage of estimated project
cost basis—the bid price including
contingency converts to additional profit-
loss

The TOC process includes contingency
based on risk and uncertainty items
identified for work-package elements,
thoroughly analysed by the cross-
disciplinary AT

The PO develops an independent owner’s
contingency accommodating potential
cost/time extras

The TOC time/cost plan forms the basis
for incentivised gain-pain sharing
mechanisms
The PO contingency is developed to cope
with unanticipated events that it best can
manage if realised

Resilience The design and contractor teams manage
risk and uncertainty as best they can but
often suffer losses for extras that they
cannot claim

The TOC and TAE process build in plans
for resilience to cope with a potential TOC
blow-out. The no-blame PAA
requirements andAlliancemindset lead to
early warning signs being discussed and
acted upon. Innovation is encouraged

Dialogue Conventional approaches tend to avoid
dialogue but emphasise advocating an
individual position to gain an advantage

Dialogue is designed through the PAA
incentivisation and “best-for-project”
common mindset behaviours

Table 2.
Conventional versus
Alliancing for project
delivery planning and
action
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Our analysis shows that the governance arrangements, the PAA structure and its
collaborative behavioural requirements indicate that this is a well-thought-through
project deliver approach and that key integration and collaboration mechanisms are
designed-in. Hence, we stress that design thinking is essential for IPD/Alliancing
forms.

The inclusion of the OP and FO in the alliance is a radical departure from conventional project
delivery. Their freely shared expertise, insights and perspectives through dialogue governed
by PAA behavioural requirements also represent a radical departure. Our design thinking
TOC/TAE process focus highlights the collaborative project design approach. All parties
plan and solve issues as an ambidextrous and resilient integrated, united team.

We acknowledge study limitations.Whilewe have only interviewed five individuals, these
experts have 100 years of collective experience in Alliancing and conventional infrastructure
delivery projects. The research team has interviewed 150 Alliancing practitioner experts or
interacted with them through past research projects, so we also draw upon insights to better
understand the TOC-TAE process. This research has been focused on large scale
infrastructure project work; therefore, it is restricted to the construction industry sector.
Finally, it is clear from our findings that both PO and AT competencies are key to the
Alliancing approach. In some regions where these skills and attributes are rare, similar
outcomes to the Alliancing and IPD “success stories” may not occur.

Therefore, this study should be considered exploratory and needs more case studies to be
undertaken to study how the TOC-TAE (or its equivalent in other relationship-oriented
project delivery approaches) occurs. We suggest that longitudinal ethnographic studies may
reveal more of the “lived experience” of those engaged in IPD/Alliancing. A focus on TOC
development and the TAE process could provide a common unit of analysis to examine how
IPD using an IFOA in North America, the NEC3/4 contract form in the United Kingdom and
PAAs in Europe, operate in practice.
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